
Millenia LP Trio mounts with the terminal cup positioned at the top or 
bottom for easy wire management.

Millenia LP Trio 
48” Left/Center/Right Soundbar
Hallmark Paradigm sound. Ultra-thin 2” profile. Single 
speaker convenience. When space is a premium or 
aesthetics dictate that a single speaker with left, center 
and right capability is preferred, then Millenia LP Trio is the 
perfect choice. 

Like other speakers in the Millenia series the “Trio” tackles 
the high-end audio spectrum expected from Paradigm in 
a design that’s also discreet for its size. Ideally suited to 
wall mounting, Millenia LP Trio is perfectly at home on a 
credenza too using the supplied table top stands. Brushed 
black aluminium faceplate and polished black accents give 
Millenia LP Trio an understated look that belies the science 
held within.

Advanced Technology Includes: 

• Patented Perforated Phase Alignment (PPA™) Lens: 
smooths extended high frequency response for incredible 
detail (US Patent: 10, 003, 869).

• S-PAL Aluminum Cones: Aluminum yields less distortion  
than polypropylene by moving resonance out the driver’s  
pass band. The result is clean and clear sound – in just  
1-3/4” profile. 

• 7 Driver, 2-way design: ensures clear, vibrant sound from  
the small enclosure.

Get the Custom Look  
Without the Custom Price 

With a profile of just 2”, Millenia LP Trio 
delivers a custom, tailored look when paired 
with any flat panel TV. Its 48” length makes  

it an ideal match for most 55” TV’s.



Specifications 
DESIGN 
9-driver, 3-channel, 2-way acoustic suspension,  
on-wall / shelf-mounted

FREQUENCY RESPONSE ON-AXIS 
+/-3dB from 150-20kHz 

HIGH FREQUENCY DRIVER 
Three 25mm (1”) S-Pal dome, ferro-fluid damped  
and cooled

MIDRANGE FREQUENCY DRIVER 
Two 114mm (4.5”) anodized unibody cones, 37mm (1.5”) high 
temperature aluminum voice coils, Nomex spider, Nitrile rubber 
surround, neodymium magnet, basket intergrated motor heat 
dissipation system, tempered steel heatfin basket

SENSITIVITY ROOM / ANECHOIC 
92dB/89dB

IMPEDANCE 
Compatible with 8 ohms

FINISH 
Black gloss with brushed aluminum accents

WEIGHT 
5.9kg (13 lbs)

DIMENSIONS (h x w x d) 
122cm x 16.2cm x 5.1cm (48” x 6.4” x 2”),  
With stands: 122cm x 16.2cm x 9.7cm (48” x 6.4” x 3.8”)

LOW FREQUENCY EXTENSION 
125Hz (DIN)

CROSSOVER 
2nd-order electro-acoustic at 2.8kHz for the center channel  
and 2.7kHz for the left and right channels

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 30° OFF-AXIS 
+/-3dB from 150-17kHz

SUITABLE AMPLIFIER POWER RANGE 
15-130W

MAXIMUM INPUT POWER 
65W

INPUTS 
Low profile push terminals

*Specifications subject to change without notice.

Seismic 110 MilleniaSUB

PCS-82SQRVC-12SQ

Round out Performance  
with a Paradigm Subwoofer 

While Millenia LP Trio sounds great right out-of-the-box, 
there’s a subwoofer to accompany the Millenia LP Trio. 
Consider the MilleniaSUB or Seismic 110. Or if you  
prefer a sub that is as discreet as Millenia LP Trio itself,  
try our RVC-12SQ or PCS-82SQ in-wall subwoofers. 


